Where Kids Count/Full Academic Year
Main Logic

Overview: Each student record is initially assigned a WKC IRN, which is modified by subsequent
adjustments. The first adjustment that matches the student's data is processed and any remaining
adjustments are ignored.
WKC Assignment:
When both the Majority of Attendance IRN and the Accountable IRN contain building IRNs with
different values, the Accountable IRN value will be used to populate the WKC IRN. For all other
conditions, Majority of Attendance IRN will be used to populate the WKC IRN.
WKC Adjustments:
1. If the student is of Limited English Proficiency and was enrolled in US Schools for the first time on
or after the first day of the current school year, then the WKC IRN is assigned the State IRN and
WKC TYPE is assigned the value '12'.
2. If the student participated in an Autism Scholarship, then the WKC IRN is assigned the State IRN
and WKC Type is assigned the value '11'.
3. If the WKC IRN assigned in Step 1 does not represent the State IRN and the student's attending
home status is '1B' or their attending home status is between '22' and '26' and student status is 'B',
the WKC IRN is assigned the Attending Home IRN and WKC TYPE is assigned the value '10'.
4. If student's attending home status is '1P' or '1T' or their attending home status is between '22' and
'26' and the student status is a 'P' or 'T', then the WKC IRN is assigned the State IRN and WKC
TYPE is assigned the value '05'.
5. If the WKC IRN assigned in Step 1 is a building and both Majority of Attendance IRN and
Accountable IRN contain the same building IRN, WKC IRN remains as assigned in Step 1 and
WKC TYPE is assigned the value '01'.
6. If the WKC IRN assigned in Step 1 is a building but Majority of Attendance IRN and Accountable
do not contain the same building IRN, WKC IRN remains as assigned in Step 1 and WKC TYPE is
assigned the value '02'.
7. If the WKC IRN assigned in Step 1 is a district, WKC IRN remains as assigned in Step 1 and WKC
TYPE is assigned the value '03'.
8. If the WKC IRN assigned in Step 1 is the state, WKC IRN remains as assigned in Step 1 and
WKC TYPE is assigned the value '04'.
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WKC_TYPE Code Explanations
WKC Type
Code

Meaning

WKC Level

Student is enrolled in one building
within a district for a full academic
year.

Student counts at the building where the full
academic year criterion is met, AND counts at
the district, and state levels, for the % proficient,
performance index, and attendance rate
calculations.

02

Student is enrolled in one building
within a district for a full academic
year, AND the district has determined
that the student should be included in
another building within the reporting
district for accountability purposes.

Student counts at the building level in the
building indicated in the “Accountability IRN” by
the educating entity, AND counts at the district,
and state levels, for the % proficient,
performance index, and attendance rate
calculations.

03

Student is enrolled in the district, but
not in one building within the district,
for a full academic year.

Student counts at the district level and the state
level for the % proficient, performance index, and
attendance rate calculations.

04

Student is NOT enrolled in either a
Student counts at the state level for the %
building or a district for a full academic proficient, performance index, and attendance
year.
rate calculations.

01

05

10

11

12

Student is placed into an institution
either via a court-placement or a
parent-placement.

Student counts at the state level for the %
proficient, performance index, and attendance
rate calculations. The student will count at the
educating district for participation rate.

Student participates in a special
education cooperative program in
another district; and is in the
educating district for a full academic
year.

Student counts in the district designated in the
attending/home IRN element (reported by the
educating district) for the % proficient,
performance index, and attendance rate
calculations. The student will count at the
educating district for participation rate.

Student Participates in the Autism
Scholarship

Student counts in the state level calculations, if
student has attendance or takes a statewide test
in a public district.

LEP student in US schools for the first
time on or after the first day of the
current school year. Student exempt
from % Proficient, Participation Rate
and Performance Index calculations

State level calculations: % proficient,
Performance Index, and Participation rate
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The following are programming rules used to calculate the WKC IRN and Type:

IF

THEN

ELSE

If MOA_IRN is a building
If MOA_IRN is a district
If MOA_IRN is the state

MOA_is_bldg = true
MOA_is_dist = true
MOA_is_state = true

MOA_is_bldg = false
MOA_is_dist = false
MOA_is_state = false

If ACCT_IRN is a building MOA
If ACCT_IRN is a district
If ACCT_IRN is the state

ACCT_is_bldg = true
ACCT_is_dist = true
ACCT_is_state = true

ACCT_is_bldg = false
ACCT_is_dist = false
ACCT_is_state = false

If MOA_is_bldg = true and
ACCT_is_bldg = true
If Both_MOA_ACCT_bldgs = true and
MOA_IRN = ACCT_IRN

Both_MOA_ACCT_bldgs =
true
MOA_ACCT_equal_bldgs =
true

Both_MOA_ACCT_bldgs =
false
MOA_ACCT_equal_bldgs =
false

If Both_MOA_ACCT_bldgs = true and
MOA_ACCT_equal_bldgs = false

WKC_IRN = ACCT_IRN

WKC_IRN = MOA_IRN

If WKC_IRN is a building
If WKC_IRN is a district
If WKC_IRN is the state

WKC_is_bldg = true
WKC_is_dist = true
WKC_is_state = true

WKC_is_bldg = false
WKC_is_dist = false
WKC_is_state = false

If STDNT_LEP_FLAG = ‘L’
If ATND_HM_STATUS ends with ‘Z’ /*
Represents Autism Scholarship
If WKC_is_state = false and
(ATND_HM_STATUS = ‘1B’ or
(ATND_HM_STATUS between ‘22’
and ‘26’ and IND_STATUS = ‘B’))
If (ATND_HM_STATUS = ‘1P’ or ‘1T’)
or (ATND_HM_STATUS between ‘22’
and ‘26’ and IND_STATUS = ‘P’ or ‘T’)
If WKC_is_bldg = true and
MOA_ACCT_equal_bldgs = true
If WKC_is_bldg = true and
MOA_ACCT_equal_bldgs = false
If WKC_is_district = true
If WKC_is_state = true
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WKC_IRN = ‘******’
WKC_TYPE = ‘12’
Finish processing
WKC_IRN = ‘******’
WKC_TYPE = ‘11’
Finish processing
WKC_IRN =
ATND_HM_IRN
WKC_TYPE = ‘10’
Finish processing
WKC_IRN = ‘******’
WKC_TYPE = ‘05’
Finish processing
WKC_TYPE = ‘01’
Finish processing
WKC_TYPE = ‘02’
Finish processing
WKC_TYPE = ‘03’
Finish processing
WKC_TYPE = ‘04’
Finish processing

Continue processing

Continue processing

Continue processing

Continue processing
Continue processing
Continue processing
Continue processing
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